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Abstract

and tire-burning would be the subevents. Because
subevent detection requires an understanding of levels of abstraction, this task can even be difficult for
humans to perform. Furthermore, subevent phrases
and general event phrases often have the same grammatical structure and may share common words,
which makes automatically differentiating between
event phrases and subevent phrases within a document even more difficult.

We present our pilot research on automatically
extracting subevents from a domain-specific
corpus, focusing on the type of subevents that
describe physical actions composing an event.
We decompose the challenging problem and
propose a two-phase approach that effectively
captures sentential and local cues that describe
subevents. We extracted a rich set of over 600
novel subevent phrases. Evaluation shows the
automatically learned subevents help to discover 10% additional main events (of which
the learned subevents are a part) and improve
event detection performance.

1

Introduction

General and abstract event expressions and event
keywords are often used for detecting events. To
detect civil unrest events for example, common
event expressions “took to the streets” and “staged
a protest”, and event keywords “rally” and “strike”
are usually considered as the first option. Subevents,
events that occur as a part of the main event and
therefore are useful to instantiate the main event,
widely exist in event descriptions but they are rarely
used for detecting the main event.
In this paper, we focus on learning subevent
phrases that describe physical actions composing an
event. Such subevents are the evidence that an event
is occurring. For example, if a person were to explain how he knew that the crowd gathered in the
street was rioting, he might point to the shouting of
political slogans or tires lit on fire. In this instance,
the riot would be the event. The slogan-shouting

Additionally, events and subevents are not disjoint
classes. There are some subevents that are unambiguous. For example, “burning tires” is a concrete
phrase that would not fall into the category of more
abstract events. However, “gathered at site” is certainly more ambiguous. Even human analysts would
not necessarily agree on the appropriate class for this
phrase. In many cases, the categorization would be
context-dependent. Because of this, our research focused on identifying the less ambiguous, and therefore more concrete, cases.
Instead of separating subevent phrases from general event phrases, we explicitly acquire subevent
phrases by leveraging both sentential and local cues
in describing subevents. We observed that subevents
of the type in which we are interested, as important facts presented in news stories, are commonly
mentioned in sentences that refer to the source of information or simply in quotation sentences. These
sentences usually start or end with characteristic
phrases such as “media reports” and “witness said”.
Furthermore, we observed that subevent phrases often occur in conjunction constructions as a sequence
of subevent phrases, as shown in the following examples:
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(1) State television broadcast the event live, offering
sweeping aerial views that showed the sea of people
waving banners, blew whistles, and shouted
slogans.
(2) They also set fires, stoned civilian vehicles,
taunted the police and hurled stones at them,
witnesses said.
where the subevents are shown in bold, and sentential cues are underlined.
Inspired by these observations, we propose a
novel two-phase approach to automatically extract
subevents, which consists of a sentence classifier
that incrementally identifies sentences mentioning
subevents and a subevent extractor which looks for a
sequence of subevent phrases in a conjunction structure. Our sentence classifier is trained in a weakly
supervised manner and only requires a small set of
subevent phrases as a guide. The classifier was initially trained with sentences containing eight provided subevent seeds, then it proceeded to label
more sentences that mention new subevent phrases.
This two-phase subevent extraction approach can
successfully identify 610 diverse subevent phrases
from a domain-specific corpus. We evaluate our automatically learned subevent phrases by using them
to detect events. Experimental results show that the
learned subevent phrases can recover an additional
10% of event articles and improve event detection
F-1 score by 3%.

2

Related Work

While it is generally agreed that subevents are an
important type of information in event descriptions,
they are seldom considered in decades of event extraction research (Appelt et al., 1993; Riloff, 1993;
Soderland et al., 1995; Sudo et al., 2003; Li et
al., 2005; Yu et al., 2005; Gu and Cercone, 2006;
Maslennikov and Chua, 2007; S. and E., 2009;
Liao and Grishman, 2010; Huang and Riloff, 2011;
Chambers and Jurafsky, 2011; Huang and Riloff,
2012; Huang et al., 2016). Subevents as a theme
has been discussed in the past three Event workshops (Eve, 2013), (Eve, 2014), (Eve, 2015). However, despite the great potential of using subevents
to improve event detection and extraction (Hakeem
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and Shah, 2005), and event coreference resolution
(Araki et al., 2014), there is little existing research
on automatically learning subevent phrases, partially because researchers have not agreed upon the
definition of subevents. Much recent research in
event timeline generation (Huang and Huang, 2013)
suggests the usefulness of subevents in improving
quality and completeness of automatically generated
event summaries. However, they often focus on
a different notion of subevents that broadly covers
pre-condition events and consequence events and is
temporally-based.
Subevents have been studied for event tracking
applications (Shen et al., 2013; Meladianos et al.,
2015). However, most current research is specifically related to social media applications, like Twitter, in terms of both its definition of subevents and
methodologies. For example, in previous research
by (Shen et al., 2013), a subevent is defined as
a topic that is discussed intensively in the Twitter
stream for a short period of time before fading away.
Accordingly, the subevent detection method relies
on modeling the “burstiness” and “cohesiveness”
properties of tweets in the stream. We instead aim
to provide a more general definition of subevents as
well as present a method for identifying subevent at
the article level.

3

A Two-phase Approach for Subevent
Extraction

As illustrated in Figure 1, We use a two-phase algorithm to identify subevent phrases from our domainspecific corpus. For the first stage, we implemented
a bootstrapped artificial neural network in order
to identify sentences that are likely to contain a
subevent phrase. In the second stage, we identify
phrases fitting a predetermined conjunction pattern
within the sentences classified by the first-stage neural network.
3.1
3.1.1

Phase 1: Identifying Subevent Sentences
Domain-specific Corpus

Thanks to previous research on multi-faceted
event recognition by (Huang and Riloff, 2013), we
compiled our own domain-specific corpus that describes civil unrest events. Using civil unrest events
as an example, (Huang and Riloff, 2013) demon-

Figure 1: The Two-step Subevent Learning Paradigm

strated that we can use automatically-learned event
facet phrases (event agents and purposes) and main
event expressions to find event articles with a high
accuracy. We first obtained their learned event facet
phrases and event expressions, most of which refer
to general events. Then we followed their paper and
identified two types of news articles that are likely
to describe a civil unrest event by matching the obtained phrases to the English Gigaword fifth edition
(Parker et al., 2011)
Specifically, we first consider news articles that
contain a civil unrest keyword such as “strike” and
“protest”1 , then we identify an article as relevant if it
contains a sentence where either two types of facet
phrases or one facet phrase together with an event
expression are found. In addition, we consider news
articles that do not contain a civil unrest keyword;
we require an article to contain a sentence where
three types of event information are matched. Overall, we get a civil unrest corpus containing 232,710
news articles.
1

We used the same set of keywords as used by (Huang and
Riloff, 2013)
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3.1.2

Context Feature Selection

We hypothesized that the first and last noun/verb
phrases and their positions in the sentence were
likely to be good indicators that the sentence might
contain a subevent phrase. Because our document
corpus was composed of news articles, we determined that concrete subevents would require a level
of substantiation that abstract, non-specific events
would not. For example, a reporter would not usually cite a source in a sentence informing the reader
that a riot occurred but would likely choose to quote
a source when reporting that rioters burned tires in
the streets. Because of this, sentences containing
subevent phrases often begin or end with phrases
such as “he witnessed” or “she told the press.” To
represent the nouns and verbs, we used the 50dimention Stanford GloVe (Pennington et al., 2014)
word embeddings pre-trained on Wikipedia 2014
and Gigaword5 (Parker et al., 2011).
3.1.3

Seeds and Training Sentence Generation

To form a training set for the neural network, we
used eight seed subevent phrases (as shown in Table
1) to identify a set of positive sentences that con-

Iteration
1
2
3
4
5

waved banners
shouted slogans
chanted slogans
burned flag
burned flags
blocked road
clashed with police
clashed with government

Negatives
26446
25222
18822
12152
5684

Table 2: Number of Sentences Added after Each Iteration

Table 1: First Stage Classifier Seed Subevent Phrases

tain one of the seed phrases. In total, we obtained
around 5000 positive sentences and bounded this to
3500 for use with the classifier. Finding a sufficient
number of negative sentences was a more challenging task. After reviewing the corpus, we determined
that the first and last sentences of an article are unlikely to contain subevent phrases. These sentences
often function as general introductions and conclusions that refer to the main event of the article. We
selected 7000 of these sentences to form the negative set. The rest of the sentences not classified as
positive or negative remain unknown, amounting to
almost 1 million.
3.1.4

Positives
13223
12611
9411
6076
2842

Artificial Neural Networks for Sentence
Classification

We implemented an artificial neural network with
a single hidden layer composed of 500 nodes. In order to facilitate faster training, we used tanh as the
activation function of the hidden layer. Softmax was
used as the output layer activation function. In order to train the network, we provided an initial set of
positive and negative vectors representing sentence
data from the corpus as described in Section 3.1.3.
These input vectors were then divided into a training set, validation set and testing set. The training
set was comprised of 70% of the full dataset, the
validation set of 20% and the testing set of 10%.
The neural network was trained for 1000 epochs and
used the validation set and test set to measure performance in order to avoid overfitting.
Because we began with a limited number of seed
phrases to create the positive set, we chose to use
a bootstrapping approach to expand our data set
and improve the classifier. After training, the entire unknown data set would be classified, and sentences determined to be positive with 0.90 certainty
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or greater would be added to the positive set. Sentences classified as negative with 0.90 certainty or
greater would be added to the negative set. However, in order to maintain the 2:1 ratio of negative
to positive vectors, the number of negative vectors
that could be added was capped at twice the number of positive additions for each iteration. After the
new sentences were added to the positive and negative sets, the neural network was retrained with this
data and classified additional previously unknown
sentences. The process repeated for five iterations,
then bootstrapping ended because not enough newly
identified positive sentences were found (<3000 in
the last iteration). Table 2 shows the number of sentences that were added after each bootstrapping iteration.
3.2

Phase 2: Subevent Extraction

After accumulating a large set of sentences likely
containing subevents from the first phase of the system, the second step identifies the subevent phrases
within these sentences. We observe that subevent
phrases often occur in lists and we focus on leveraging such local cues to extract subevents. Specifically, we identify conjunction constructions that
contain three or more verb phrases, each verb phrase
obeys one of the following two forms: verb + direct
object or verb + prepositional phrase. We extract
the sequence of verb phrases, each as a subevent
candidate. We only included subevents with frequency greater than or equal to two in the final evaluation. Through the two-stage extraction procedure,
we identified 610 unique subevents. Table 3.2 shows
some of the learned subevents.
Clearly, this second phase suffers from low recall. However, because subevents are identified at
the corpus level as opposed to the document level,
per-sentence recall is not a significant concern as
long as a sufficient number of subevents are identi-

threw stones, hurled rocks, pounded in air
smashed through roadblocks, detained people
forced way, fired in air, threw at police
smashed windows, set fire, burned tires
threw bombs, opened fire, blocked road
pelted with stones, appeared on balcony
arrested for vandalism, threw bombs
burned cars, carried banners, lit candles
detained people, planted flag, wore masks
stoned police, converged on highway
chanted against authorities, chanted in city
broke through barricade, blocked traffic
broke windows, screamed outside palace
torched cars, ransacked office, smashed shop
shouted in unison, sang songs, planted flags
runs alongside shrines, chanted for democracy

2013) and found that 559 out of our 610 unique
phrases are not in their list. We augmented their
provided event phrase list with our newly acquired
subevent phrases and then used the exactly same
evaluation procedure. Essentially, we used a longer
event phrase dictionary which is a combination of
main event expressions resulted from the previous research by (Huang and Riloff, 2013) and our
learned subevent phrases. Row 2 shows the event
recognition performance using the extended event
phrase list. We can see that after incorporating
subevent phrases, additional 10% of civil unrest stories were discovered, with a small precision loss, the
F1-score on event detection was improved by 3%.

5 Conclusion

Table 3: Subset of learned subevents

(Huang and Riloff, 2013)
+Subevents

Recall
71
81

Precision
88
83

F1-score
79
82

Table 4: Event Recognition Performance Before/After Incorporating Subevents

fied across the whole corpus. As we demonstrate in
the evaluation section, corpus-level recall was high
enough to produce noticeable results.

4

Evaluation

We show that our acquired subevent phrases are useful to discover articles that describe the main event
and therefore improve event detection performance.
For direct comparisons, we tested our subevents
using the same test data and the same evaluation setting as the previous multi-faceted event recognition
research by (Huang and Riloff, 2013). Specifically,
they have annotated 300 new articles that each contains a civil unrest keyword and only 101 of them are
actually civil unrest stories. They have shown that
the multi-faceted event recognition approach can accurately identify civil unrest documents, by identifying a sentence in the documents where two types of
facet phrases or one facet phrase and a main event
expression were matched. The first row of Table 4
shows their multi-faceted event recognition performance.
We compared our learned subevent phrases with
the event phrases learned by (Huang and Riloff,
910

We have presented a two-phase approach for identifying a specific type of “subevents”, referring to
physical actions composing an event. While our approach is certainly tailored to the civil unrest domain, we believe that this method is applicable to
many other domains within the scope of news reports, including health, economics and even politics, where reporters overwhelmingly rely on outside
opinion to present the facts of the story and provide
the summary themselves. However in more casual
domains where this is not necessarily the case, this
approach will suffer. For instance, in sports writing,
a reporter giving a play-by-play of a basketball game
will not need to call upon witnesses or field experts
to present concrete subevents.
Furthermore, we have shown the great potential of
using subevents to improve event detection performance. In addition, distinguishing between events
and subevents develops an event hierarchy and can
benefit multiple applications such as text summarization and event timeline generation.
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